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Abstract. Hierarchical control plane systems are hard to debug and
reason about, among others, because of prevalence of intent-driven actu-
ation. Moreover, an industry adopted distributed systems tracing model,
called OpenTracing, does not handle activity tracing in presence of co-
alescing effects, materializing in control plane systems, e.g. cloud plat-
forms and build systems. The goal of this contribution is to outline a so-
lution for reasoning about such systems, by creating a novel distributed
systems tracing mechanism, based on an extension of the OpenTracing
model.
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1 Introduction

Complexity of computer systems is growing [11], and results in individuals’ los-
ing ability to fully comprehend systems they create/use. Today, programs may
be developed by tens of thousands developers [31,12]. Moreover, there exist ser-
vices with millions of lines of code, with hundreds of Remote Procedure Call
interfaces [1]. Growth of system complexity is followed by increasing complexity
of software automation. Today, it ranges from simple build systems (Make [13]),
through imperative automation systems (Puppet [22]), to complex multi-cloud
systems (Terraform [5]), which become too complex for individual developers.
For instance, understanding a complex service deployment would require ex-
pertise in Terraform, Docker [25], Linux kernel, Kubernetes [7], cloud provider
API(s), and deployment requirements of the servers. Among the most complex
automation systems, are the cloud services [23,44]. They serve public APIs to
cloud customers and drive the cloud infrastructure.

1.1 Intent-driven actuation

Deployment systems are shifting from an imperative execution model (like Ansi-
ble), to a declarative-first model (like Terraform). They follow a scheduling pol-
icy to reach an intended state, executing a sequence of, usually small/restricted,
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imperative steps. We call these intent-based systems, and their execution an
intent-driven actuation. For example, Kuberentes is an intent-based system: its
API objects [21] describe the desired state (user intent) and the system match
updates the cluster to match it. Furthermore, deployment systems (NixOps [10])
and modern build systems ([27,24]) employ intent-driven actuation. They build
a new instance of a target object from the scratch, based on the specification,
and replace the current object with the new one (imperative operation).

1.2 Coalescing effects

Systems which employ intent-driven actuation exhibit the coalescing effects. In
general, coalescing occurs when work units (from multiple requests), are batched,
before joint execution [34]. In build systems, coalescing effect occurs in a “di-
amond dependency graph”, since the shared dependency is built in response
to both incoming requests. Here, no single attribution of causality is possible.
Overall, coalescing effects change relationship, between requests and activities is
the system, from one-to-many to many-to-many.

In intent-driven actuation, coalescing effects appear as actuation aggregates
“multiple intents”. Here, actuation can take an “arbitrary path” between the
current state and the desired state. The system can choose to batch user requests
and satisfy them all at once, to execute multiple actions based on a single request,
or do “something in-between”. Let us illustrate this with a few examples:

– If two consecutive requests desire the same state, only one is acted upon.
– If two consecutive requests modify the same property, in a quick succession,

only the latter actuation is likely to occur, due to the, so called, debouncing.
– If three requests modify the state in quick succession from A to B, to C,

and back to B, typically only actuation from A to B will be executed.
– If a request considerably changes a desired state, automation system will

perform a series of actions over long period of time. For example to deliver
10,000 VMs the cloud will not start them instantaneously, but over time.

Observe that a combination of such behaviours results in arbitrary relation-
ships between requests and actuations. This makes majority of debugging tools
inaccurate. In this context, a widely adopted industry approach to reasoning
is distributed systems tracing, and the most popular tools follow OpenTracing
model [29] based on Google’s Dapper. However, this model does not handle
coalescing effects (see [34]).

1.3 Control plane systems

Coalescing effects are present in control plane systems, in upper layers of cloud
service stacks. Cloud APIs can be imperative, declarative, or both. Imperative
API allows direct actions on cloud resources. Declarative API allows users to de-
clare an arbitrarily complex intent with a single call. An example of such desired
intent is a shape of a service deployment, e.g. size and regional distribution of a
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group of virtual machines. Typically, declarative API calls trigger asynchronous
work changing the deployment to match the desired state.

Additionally, in Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS) solutions, deployment systems may be provided as services. For example,
any PaaS offering Kubernetes API, exposes an intent-based solution. It can be
assumed that PaaS offerings from Amazon Web Services, Google, or Azure com-
bine their systems scale with complex execution model of intent-based systems.

1.4 Hierarchical control plane systems

In deployment practice, some cloud service APIs are implemented on top of
other cloud services. For example, Google Cloud Functions (GCF) runs on top
of Google Cloud Run (GCR), which runs on top of Google Kuberentes En-
gine (GKE). In turn, GKE runs on top of Google Cloud Engine (GCE). Hence
control plane system may be hierarchical, and the hierarchy can have quite a
complex structure of dependencies making it hard to be reasoned about.

1.5 Build systems in control plane systems

Let us now consider that control plane systems, with declarative APIs, need to
be provided with the desired state. Build system outputs are often used for this
purpose. For example, Infrastructure-as-Code (IasC) model recommends treat-
ing service deployment as any other code – to be be built and tested using build
systems. Here, Bazel build system can define desired shape of Kubernetes de-
ployments [3]Immutable infrastructure [26] model often prescribes use of Docker
containers and Docker’s primitive build system [27].

Furthermore, build/build-like systems are often parts of control plane sys-
tems. For example, Terraform Cloud [16] and EPAM Cloud [37] execute Ter-
raform planning process as part of their API. Tools like NixOps [10] and Dis-
nix [41]define deployments end-to-end, starting with individual binaries, through
the VM/container images, to the “shape of the cloud”.

2 Problem statement

Hierarchical control plane systems employing intent-driven actuation (HCPS)
are hard to reason about. These are multi-layered systems, with a large number
of servers. Hence, reasoning about them requires tracing both their activities
and mutations of the state, managed by any layer of the system. A control plane
system in a cloud service is inevitably multi-tenant. Behaviour of individual ten-
ants can affect how other tenants are being served, and can affect the health
of the system. Since such interactions are difficult to reproduce, tools providing
information about the control plane system must be always on. Understand-
ing system behavior requires observing related activities and associated state
changes across many services and machines. Given that these systems are devel-
oped by large organizations with multiple teams, it may not be obvious which
services are in use.
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The aim of undertaken work is to propose a debugging solution, applicable to
hierarchical control plane system employing intent-driven actuation.

3 Related work

To address this problem, it is necessary to collect data about the state of a
HCPS. Here, two main approaches can be identified: distributed systems tracing,
monitoring and logging, provenance tracking, and build systems.

3.1 Distributed systems tracing

The state-of-the-art solutions for distributed tracing closely follow the Open-
Tracing model. The OpenTracing approach uses “tainting”, where an incoming
request is “tainted” with a unique identifier. It is propagated across all activities
participating in handling the request. This has been standardized by W3C as
the Trace Context recommendation [20].

Tainting propagates a single identifier only, hence it cannot deal with coa-
lescing effects. None of OpenTainting open source implementations solve to this
problem. Let us note that intent-driven actuation cannot be faithfully recorded
using tree-shaped execution traces, where an actuation may be linked with more
than one incoming request. Hence intent-based systems necessitate a more
flexible model. Note also that the tainting model cannot be extended by prop-
agating of a set of trace identifiers instead of a single one, due to super-linear
storage requirements and duplication of spans.

3.2 Monitoring and logging

Monitoring and logging mechanisms allow capturing metrics and unstructured
log entries. Metrics are most suitable to capture aggregated statistics of the
system. They can be labeled with additional information, allowing finer-grained
view, but they still deliver aggregated numbers [38]. Logging mechanisms are
typically based on unstructured log entries. Neither mechanism is suitable to
track relationships between incoming requests and individual work units.

3.3 Provenance tracking

Coalescing effects are associated with shared mutable states. Hence, provenance
tracking becomes relevant, as it allows tracking state objects, their mutations
and relations. It is related to database provenance (data lineage tracking). Prove-
nance traces [8] track provenance at query time. This is a bottom-up approachus-
ing the proposed formal language. The solution generates very large traces, as all
transformations are recorded. If applied naively, this approach is not feasible for
large-scale control plane system, since it (1) requires writing from scratch, and
(2) does not allow precise specification, which tracking data is to be gathered.
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It has been recognized [19] that provenance tracking in clouds requires aggre-
gation across multiple layers of the environment. Provenance tracking has been
applied in intent-based control plane systems in networking. Intent-based net-
working (IBN) concerns automated and policy-aware network management [35].
ProvIntent [39] is a framework extension for the SDN control plane that accounts
for intent semantics. It extends the ProvSDN [40], to explicitly incorporate intent
evolution in provenance tracking. It uses W3C PROV data model.

W3C PROV expands on OpenProvenance model (OPM) [28] as data model
for provenance on the Web. It is sufficiently expressive to represent coalescing
effects – it can represent non-tree-shaped activities and it can record objects as
triggers for activities. However, the PROV model is not suitable since: (1) Most
activities in HCPSs do have a tree-shaped control flow. Here, PROV Activities
have to be represented using wasStartedBy and wasEndedBy relations, causing
substantial storage overhead. (2) While [15] proposes use of OPM to represent
message passing in distributed systems, proposed representation is verbose com-
pared to OpenTracing. (3) PROV model is expressive and complex much beyond
OpenTracing. This complexity could hinder its adoption in industry. Systems
like SPADE [14] do use PROV model to capture provenance data in distributed
settings. SPADE is focused on gathering low-level information from OS audit
logs, network artifacts, etc. Therefore, SPADE’s syscall and library call level
instrumentation would not scale for a large production system.

Provenance tracking has been researched from the perspective of formal sys-
tems. Here, Souilah et.al. [36] presented a formal provenance, based on the π-
calculus. The approach is based on enriching exchanged data with provenance
information, similar to the tainting approach. Hence, this approach is not suit-
able for our problem. Why-across-time provenance ([43]) provides state machines
based mechanisms to track data provenance in time-varying stateful distributed
systems. However, wat-provenance requires determinism, while large scale dis-
tributed systems involve a fair share of non-determinism in load balancing, bin-
packing, resource allocation, load shedding, etc. Additionally both this and π
-calculus-based formalism depart from the well-established OpenTracing.

Provenance tracking in security is focused on threat detection. This puts
constraints on available approaches. ProTracer [33] uses a mix of logging and
tainting, and is focused on Advanced Threat Protection. Hence, it uses kernel-
level audit logging and syscall interception, as a black-box, zero-trust approach.
ProTracer does not use a general data model, making it impossible to repre-
sent abstract entities, e.g. cloud resources. CamFlow [30] automates provenance
capture, as a Linux Security Module (LSM), designed for single-machine system
auditing. It outputs results in W3C PROV format.

Security-focused provenance tracking addresses different issues than these in
HCPSs. Security requires zero trust, while the HCPSs case allows for full trust.
It restricts security provenance solutions to use observed provenance. However,
provenance tracking in large-scale control plane systems cannot be based solely
on observed provenance, due to use of abstract entities and their scale [32].
Provenance tracking in HCPSs should rather apply disclosed provenance.
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Provenance has been approach in the context of workflow management sys-
tems and data transformation pipelines. RAMP is a data intensive scalable com-
puting (DISC) provenance framework [18]. It is restricted to data intensive com-
putations, over static data. Therefore, it cannot be applied to components, like
storage systems, coordination services, load balancers, etc., where control flow
evolves with the system, and data passes via a large set of mechanisms (RPCs,
databases, pubsub systems, etc). LogProv is a provenance logging system, im-
plemented for Apache Pig and Apache Hadoop [42]. It supports dynamically
shaped big data workflows and pipelines. It uses structured logging and the
ElasticSearch. Overall, RAMP is a very specialized framework for DISC prove-
nance tracking, while LogProv is less specialized and more flexible. Here, we
believe that LogProv approach can be generalized.

3.4 Build systems

As discussed, build systems play important role in HCPSs, while reasoning about
build systems combines tracing and provenance tracking. Build systems are
inherently intent-based, since a build target is described declaratively. More-
over, memorization and incremental recomputation are coalescing effects, used
to achieve a minimality property [27]. Here, build systems, like Bazel [2] or
Nix [9], provide mechanisms to reason about, debug and optimize operations.
These mechanisms are implementation-specific, informal, and not introperable.

Separately, tracing build processes has been used to uncover licence compli-
ance inconsistencies [6], which is a form of provenance tracing. This approach
does not address hierarchical nature of control plane systems, and captures only
two specialized levels of provenance for build tasks and files used in builds.

Finally, build system dependency tracking can be seen as provenance track-
ing, for build targets based on their inputs (disclosed provenance in [4]). However,
at best, it works at the level of the build graph, which is too high level of granu-
larity. For instance, when build systems operate within a control plane system,
ability to track relationship between build system inputs and actions of a control
plane components taken based on build system outputs is necessary.

4 Solution outline

We will now outline the requirements towards a system that can solve the posed
problem. Here, we believe that the solution should extend OpenTracing (to fa-
cilitate adoption). Hence, such solution lies between the OpenTracing and the
OpenProvenance in the design space of debuggability tools. Hence, based on
analysis of literature and existing industrial tools, the proposed solution should
have the following properties:

1. Coalescing effects support – to support tracing of intent-driven actuation;
2. Support for abstract entities – essential to align with cloud APIs;
3. Support for composite entities – to support objects like archives, VM images,

container images, etc. which are prevalent in cloud APIs;
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4. Low storage overhead – necessary for large-scale systems;
5. Full coverage – for all tracked activities and resource state mutations;
6. Gradual fidelity execution tracing – to selectively apply execution tracing;
7. Gradual fidelity provenance tracking – to selectively track provenance;
8. Minimal mental burden – to support adoption in industry;
9. Cross-host tracking – for distributed systems tracing support;

10. Multi-layer systems support – to allow tracking across hierarchical layers;
11. Asynchronous data intake – to support data ingestion in presence of unreli-

able network, unpredictable latencies, and lack of ordering guarantees;
12. Event-based data production – to deal with faults and to avoid buffering;
13. Flexible control flow support – to deal with pre-existing control flows.

We believe that a system, which satisfies these requirements, will be able
to trace (1) non-ultra-large on-line serving systems, and (2) hierarchical control
plane systems employing intent-driven actuation. Note that existing solutions,
like Dapper or CamFlow, satisfy only a subset of these requirements.

4.1 Provenance-enhanced distributed systems tracing model

We propose Provenance-Enhanced Distributed Systems Tracing (PEDST) model,
as a foundation for the solution. PEDST extends the OpenTracing model to
record interactions between actions in the system and objects the system inter-
acts with. Hence, the following concepts are used in PEDST model. Execution
(similar to the OpenTracing “span”), tracks operations on entities, which are
recorded. Entity is “anything” that is “important-enough” to track. Read and
write operations, performed by an execution, allow tracking provenance of objects
they operate on. Each write operation, on an entity, gives rise to a new incarna-
tion (immutable entity revision). Entities are mutable. Executions of the same
logic are grouped, by association with a process, which describes a procedure.
A pair of executions can interact. Recorded interaction consists of messages. A
message may carry an incarnation as a payload.

The PEDST model supports both activity tracing and provenance tracking.
The vehicles of tracing are executions and their parent-child relationships [34].
Correspondingly, the vehicle for provenance tracking are read and write opera-
tions performed by incarnations. This puts the proposed approach in the “data
provenance” class [17]. Capability to dynamically track provenance of objects
(e.g. files, configs, resources, etc.) contributes to “support for abstract entities”.

Concepts of executions, incarnations, and operations, are sufficient to perform
both execution tracing and provenance tracking. Concepts of process and entity
allow improving the usability of envisioned tools. Annotations are necessary
for the model to be a superset of OpenTracing. Interactions and messages are
necessary to track provenance propagation through RPCs and other message
passing mechanisms found in distributed systems.

Furthermore, use of OpenTracing as the foundation, allows to partially satisfy
the “minimal mental burden” requirement, due to familiarity with this model.
Nevertheless PEDST is more complex than OpenTracing. However, this com-
plexity is inherent to the problem. Here, the entities concept, and versioning
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with incarnations, and operations as a link between activity tracing and prove-
nance tracking, are the minimal extension of the OpenTracing model, to make
it comply with other requirements.

4.2 Architecture

Finally, to solve the problem the model needs to be implemented as part of a soft-
ware system. We propose to use an architecture akin go Dapper’s or LogProv’s,
but extended accordingly. The data model described above is used to represent
the final processed data, while data collection from individual servers is done
with a distributed structured logging mechanism, using a logging data model.
The logging data model needs to support aggregation into the PEDST model,
by a log-tailing processors. Processor ingests data from the logging mechanism
and stores it into the PEDST storage. Optionally, data can be transformed into
a graph-based representation, for a more flexible querying support. Additionally
a visualization tool needs to expose the processed data to a user of the system.

5 Conclusions

In this work we have identified characteristics of hierarchical control plane sys-
tems, with intent-driven actuation, which makes their debuggability an unsolved
problem. Next, we have identified provenance as a possible solution. We have
introduced main aspects of a provenance-enhanced distributed systems tracing
model; an extension of the Dapper tracing model, with elements of provenance
tracking. Finally an architecture of a software implementation was suggested.
Further work on research, implementation and application of the proposed model
is under way and will be reported in subsequent publications.
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